




• In a job, looking for your next role in the same field

• Out of work, looking for employment

• Working but not enjoying what you do and wanting to change 

direction

• In a job you can’t move from that you aren’t enjoying

This session will be helpful if you are

Please let us know - answers are all private



• Understand why motivation is important and be able to identify 
what motivates you

• Be able to consider future job opportunities not only in terms of 
your skills and experience but also what motivates you.

• Be able to identify jobs and work environments that will be more 
fulfilling

• Be able to consider small changes you can make in your current 
role to increase your motivation

Outcomes - You will 
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Question

What is motivation and why 
is it important?



• Learn better
• Think faster
• Find creative solutions
• Achieve more
• Are engaged 

WE ARE HAPPIER

When we are motivated we:

Being motivated has a positive impact 
on our mental health



“The most beautiful fate, the most wonderful good fortune that can happen to 
any human being, is to be paid for doing that which he passionately loves to do”                                         

Abraham Maslow

‘If you are in work that makes you happier, you will be more motivated, more 
productive and potentially, better paid’

Richard Layard

We know that if we have a job that motivates 
us we will be happier



@MotivatedEdu



• Mastery doing something we love (“flow”)

• Purpose  contributing to something bigger

• Autonomy  having control over what you do

• Relationships when we have psychological safety and 
relationships at work

Recognised sources of motivation











 

What each motivator values/ways to increase motivation  
 

Defender 

 

Friend 

 

Star 

 

Director 

 

Builder 

 

Expert 

 

Creator 

 

Spirit 

 

Searcher 

 

High job 
security 

Feeling of 
belonging 

Social and 
public 
recognition 

Being in control 
/in charge 

Above average 
standard of 
living 

Opportunities to 
learn 

Environment 
with change and 
variety 

Working 
autonomously 

Meaning and 
purpose in 
what they do 

Clear roles and 
responsibilities 

Nourishing and 
fulfilling 
relationships 

Being noticed 
and held in 
high esteem 

Being stretched Material and 
financial 
rewards 

Specialising in 
areas of interest 

Opportunities to 
solve problems 

Making own 
decisions 

Significant and 
important 
work 

Regular and 
accurate 
information 

Collaborative 
environment 

Awards and 
certificates 

Making critical 
decisions 

Clear goals and 
targets 

Opportunities to 
share expertise  

Being original Having a choice Making a 
difference 

Continuity and 
loyalty 

Being liked and 
supported 

Clear hierarchy 
/pecking order 

Clearly defined 
career path 

Work that is  
visibly well 
rewarded 

Realising own 
potential 

Creating 
something 
new/improved 

Freedom and 
independence 

Seeing the big 
picture 

Order and 
clarity 

Being listened 
to 

Competitive 
opportunities 

Having control 
of resources 

Responsibility Contact with 
other experts 

Ability to work 
alone/ in small 
groups 

Awareness of 
the bigger 
picture 

Being listened 
to /consulted 

Time to 
prepare 

Loyalty and 
continuity 

Positive 
feedback 

Responsibility 
and influence 

Competitive/ 
targeted  
environment 

Mastering their 
own work 

Recognition of 
their creativity 

Clear and 
specific 
objectives 

Change and 
variety 

 



If you have this 

motivator:

Consider these environments

Defender Stable and secure organisations; Predictable advancement within organisation. 
Routine/repetitive work

Friend Strong team ethos; 
Excellent social & “extra-curricular” activities;
caring management

Star Clear job titles, visible recognition; 
Hierarchical structure;
Perks linked to level within organisation

Builder Performance and reward clearly linked; 
Commission, bonuses;
Above average rates of pay

Director Responsibility built into role; 
Clear promotion and/or career
Prospects; Control of resources

Expert Technical positions; 
Professional environments;
High skill and/or knowledge jobs

Creator Problem-solving/developmental work; 
High change/challenge
Environments; Stream of new initiatives

Spirit Lack of close supervision; 

Ability to make own decisions/discretion; 

Ability to prioritise own time

Searcher Any role where you can see you are making a difference
Voluntary Sector/Charity; Customer-facing role;
Mission-critical tasks/projects
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Hot 
Buttons

Opportunities
for Manager

Opportunities for 
Self

Searcher
Meaning & Make a 
Difference

Praise & Regular 
Feedback

Demand quality feedback

Spirit
Freedom & 
Independence

Provide autonomy & 
empowerment

Renew your vision

Creator
Innovation & Change Rewards for innovation Problem solve through 

innovation

Expert
Expertise & Mastery Training & Development Seek training & learning

Builder
Money & Material 
Satisfaction

£££’s & Material Perks Re-set your goals

Director
Power & Influence Responsibility & Influence Request more 

responsibility

Star
Recognition & Respect Awards & Status Work on visibility

Friend
Belonging & Friendship Support & Involvement Be a friend

Defender
Security & Predictability Communications & 

Continuity
Seek clarification

Hot Buttons of Motivation



“What do you want to be when you grow up? I think it’s one of the 

most useless questions an adult can ask a child.  As if growing up is 

infinite.  As if at some point you become something and that’s the 

end” MICHELLE OBAMA 

“Locking our GPS onto a single target can give us the right 

directions to the wrong destination” ADAM GRANT

Don’t be afraid to change direction



Ask these key questions twice a year

• When did you form the aspirations you’re currently pursuing, 

and how have you changed since then?

• Have you reached a learning plateau in your role or workplace, 

and is it time to consider a pivot?

These questions activate rethinking cycles

Adam Grant – Think Again



Action Points

Paulo Coelho
“There is only one way to learn, it’s through action. “ 

Identify your top motivators
Identify what you want to do
rather than what you do well

Identify the best environments 
for you 

Let your CV show what 
motivates you

Interview your interviewers!
If your job doesn’t motivate you, 

Can you craft your role in a 
different way?



Connect with us

@MotivatedEdu www.plainsailingmotivation.co.uk

sarah@plainsailingmotivation.co.uk

Thank you for your time today.  If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to get in touch.  

Look out for some further complimentary resources that Cambridge 
Network will be sending you.

I am offering 20 minute taster sessions to attendees today – go to 
https://calendly.com/plain-sailing-motivation/career-explorer-cam-
network

mailto:sarah@plainsailingmotivation.co.uk


" The Mapping report was very accurate 
and made me realise that my decision to 
leave my last role was the right one. 
Many of things that demotivated me 
were included within it. The mapping 
report has made me realise the things I 
do like to do and what I don't like and to 
do those first.“

Jane, Cirencester Housing


